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Student Sample 

Mrs. Alamia 

English I Pre-AP – Period 

18 November 2019 

Odyssey Analytical Essay 

 Your next major writing assignment will be an analytical essay over Homer’s Odyssey.  

You will select and respond to one of the following prompts: 

1. Select two important motifs in the Odyssey such as recklessness, temptation, monsters, 

gods, hubris, metis, or xenia. Analyze how each concept is portrayed in terms of how it 

hinders or aids Odysseus’s journey to achieve nostos. 

2. Select two important traits exhibited by an effective leader. Based on those 

identified standards, analyze Odysseus’s leadership skills and explain whether or 

not he can be considered an effective leader. 

Your essay must contain at least four paragraphs – introduction, two body paragraphs, and a 

conclusion.  The introductory paragraph must end with a thesis statement that directly identifies the 

motifs to be analyzed and suggests their larger significance to specific goals.  Each subsequent body 

paragraph should then begin with a topic sentence that directly relates back to the thesis statement.  

From there, the entire body paragraph must work to prove the topic sentence.  Each body paragraph 

must also have a minimum of three (3) concrete details in the form of embedded quotations from the 

epic with appropriate internal citations.  Remember that the appropriate format for an internal citation 

contains the book number, a period, and the line number(s).  The citation will look like this: (Od. 

9.174-176). For each concrete detail, you must have a minimum of two sentences of commentary/ 

analysis.  This analysis should NOT summarize the quote, paraphrase the quote, or deviate from the 

topic of the paragraph.  Commentary and analysis must analyze the quote in relation to the topic 
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sentence and thesis statement. Analysis, at its heart, seeks to answer how and why. It should be based 

on concrete evidence rather than hypothetical assumptions. Finally, be sure to end each body 

paragraph with a concluding sentence and the essay as a whole with a concluding paragraph that 

echoes your thesis idea (without repeating the thesis itself!) and brings your paper effectively to a 

close. In the concluding paragraph, consider explaining how the concepts either illuminate aspects of 

the ancient Greek culture or how they might be applicable in some way to modern society. 

 Your essay must adhere to MLA guidelines, or heavy point deductions will result.  The essay 

must be uniformly double-spaced with 1” margins and typed in 12-point Times New Roman font.  Be 

sure to include a proper MLA heading and a header with your last name and the pagination.  The 

header should be 1” from the right edge of the page and ½” from the top edge of the page.  Finally, 

be sure that your essay has both an original title and a Works Cited page. 

 We will spend several days in class working on writing skills and planning for the essay.  A 

working thesis statement will be due for a grade to Google Classroom by 7:30 a.m. on Friday, 

October 25.  A typed skeletal outline will be due for a grade in Google Classroom by 7:30 a.m. on 

Friday, November 1, and the typed rough draft of the essay will be due for a quiz grade on 

Monday, November 11.  The grade for the rough draft check is merely a process grade per the 

TEKS and IS NOT reflective of what you should expect as the final grade for your essay. The final 

draft will be submitted to www.turnitin.com for a summative grade by 7:30 a.m. on Monday, 

November 18 and you will bring the printed copy of the essay to class that day. If you are absent 

Friday, you are still responsible for submitting the essay to turntin on time. Essays that are not 

submitted to turnitin will not be graded and will be recorded as a zero in the grade book.  Rules 

regarding plagiarism and cheating will be strictly enforced. Please ask for help should you need any 

at all.  I look forward to reading what I’m sure will be thoughtful and insightful essays! 

 


